
 

 

Job description 

Lattimer is a name that people naturally associate with high quality products, products that have 
the attention to detail required to excel in the exacting world of Glass Container manufacture. 

We at Lattimer strive to exceed expectations and are totally committed to our customers and to 
manufacture and supply products that continue to set the standards in the glass container 
forming industry. 

The Company are looking for Manufacturing Engineers and experienced skilled Setters/Operators 
for our CNC Milling, CNC Turning and Grinding sections for an immediate start, in our busy 
Manufacturing Engineering department in Southport, Merseyside, UK. 

Your main responsibilities will include: 

Health and Safety of yourself and others 

Producing high quality components to exacting standards 

Setting and operating CNC Milling, Turning or Grinding machines 

Reading and understanding engineering drawings 

Setting and running parts to planned time. 

Continuous Improvement of methods and working practices. 

High Housekeeping standards 

As well as the above responsibilities the role of Manufacturing Engineer, would include creation 
of BOM’s, processes, programs and fixturing to enable the production department to deliver the 
orderbook on time, to the required quality standards  as well as achieving the correct pricing 
targets. 

Skills Required: 

A time served background in milling, turning or grinding. 

Must be able to Set and operate CNC machines under minimal supervision 

Experienced machinist with a proven capability in setting and operating machinery in a precision 
engineering environment. 

Experience and familiar with Mazatrol, Fanuc, or Heidenhain, CNC control systems would be a 
distinct advantage. 

Must be able to work alone and use their initiative. 

Excellent problem-solving skills. 

Benefits: 

Very competitive pay rates (dependant on ability/experience) 



Permanent position 

5 weeks holiday plus the normal 8 bank holidays 

This is an excellent opportunity for an ambitious, talented individual to join a successful, growing 
North West engineering business. 

 On-site parking 
 Day, Night and Weekend Shifts available  
 Applicants must be highly skilled individuals with a desire to succeed and should be able 

to demonstrate a successful track record in their area of expertise. 
 Please forward an introduction letter containing your skills, experience and qualifications 

indicating for which role you wish to be considered together with a comprehensive CV 

Job Types: Permanent, Full-time 


